
to be well supplied, adequately maintained,
and regularly staffed by teachers or physi-
cians. Not so in Uttar Pradesh.153 A primary
health center in Kerala left unstaffed for a
few days may lead to public protests at the
nearest district office.154 But a rural school
in Uttar Pradesh can be nonfunctional for
years and produce no civic protest.155

Women’s participation differs widely in the
two states: more than 70 percent of primary
school teachers in Kerala are women, only
25 percent in Uttar Pradesh.156

Why did Kerala succeed where
Uttar Pradesh failed?
History helped. Even though its consump-
tion-related poverty was among the highest

Women born in Kerala can expect
to live 20 years longer on average
than women born in Uttar

Pradesh. Uttar Pradesh’s infant mortality rate
is five times higher than Kerala’s (table 1). At
the start of this century, one in three girls in
Uttar Pradesh had never been to school: Ker-
ala has universal enrollment. Kerala’s total
fertility rate is 1.96 births per woman (lower
than 2.1 in the United States and just above
1.7 in high-income European countries);
Uttar Pradesh’s fertility rate is 3.99 (substan-
tially higher than the average of 2.85 for India
and 3.1 for low-income countries).

Education and health services in the two
states echo these differences. Studies sug-
gest that public facilities in Kerala are likely

in India, Kerala already led in human devel-
opment in 1956 when it was reconstituted
as a new Indian state. Longstanding social
movements against caste divisions, its cul-
ture (including matrilineal inheritance in
certain communities), and openness to for-
eign influences (including missionary-led
education) all helped.

But history is not all. Much of Kerala’s
spectacular achievements came after the
mid-1950s. Adult literacy has risen from
around 50 percent in 1950 to more than 90
percent now and life expectancy at birth
from 44 years to 74. The birth rate has fallen
from 32 to 18. In 1956 the Malabar region of
Kerala lagged substantially behind the two
“native” states (Travancore and Cochin)
with which it was combined to form the
new Kerala state. Today, the differences have
disappeared.

Public action—and neglect
Dreze and Sen (2002) suggest that Kerala’s
success is the result of public action that
promoted extensive social opportunities
and the widespread, equitable provision of
schooling, health, and other basic services.
They argue that Uttar Pradesh’s failures can
be attributed to the public neglect of the
same opportunities.

• The early promotion of primary educa-
tion and female literacy in Kerala was
very important for social achievements
later on. In Uttar Pradesh educational
backwardness has imposed high penal-
ties, including delayed demographic
transition and burgeoning population
growth.

• Gender equity and the agency of women
appear to play a major role in Kerala’s
success. Uttar Pradesh has a long, well-
documented tradition of oppressive
gender relations and extraordinarily
sharp gender inequalities in literacy and
in women’s participation.157

• Basic universal services in schooling,
health care, child immunization, public

One nation, worlds apart
States in one federal nation—following the same constitution, laws, and intergovernmental finance system, and subject to
the same election cycles—Kerala and Uttar Pradesh remain worlds apart in human development. Their different worlds
mean dramatic differences in the quality of life for millions—Uttar Pradesh, with 175 million people, is larger than all
but six countries in the world (Kerala has 32 million people).152 This is a story of achievement and failure, the power of
public action, and the burden of official inertia.

Kerala and Uttar Pradeshs p o t l i g h t  o n  

Table 1 The great divide: human development and basic services in Kerala and Uttar Pradesh
Latest available data, in percent unless otherwise stated

Kerala Uttar Pradesh India

Infant mortality rate (per 1,000 live births) 16.3 86.7 67.6

Total fertility rate (per woman) 1.96 3.99 2.85

Sex ratio (women per 1,000 men) 1,058 902 933

Female school enrollment rate (age 6–17 years) 90.8 61.4 66.2

Male school enrollment rate (age 6–17 years) 91.0 77.3 77.6

Rural girls never in school (age 10–12 years) 0.0 31.7 26.6

Rural women never in school (age 15–19 years) 1.6 49.3 38.7

Immunization coverage rate (age 12–23 months) 79.7 21.2 42.0

Skilled delivery care (% of births) 94.0 22.4 42.3

Rural population in villages with:

A primary school 90.1 75.1 79.7

A middle school 87.1 31.9 44.6

A primary health center 74.2 4.4 12.9

An all-weather road 79.1 46.0 49.2

Medical expenditure per hospitalization in public facility (Rs.) 1,417 4,261 1,902

Women reporting:

Health care provider respected need for privacy 93.0 64.0 68.2

Health facility was clean 77.2 31.0 52.1

Skilled attendance at delivery is unnecessary 1.4 42.5 61.3

Poorest 20% of households that prefer a public health facility 55.7 9.5 32.8

Rs = Rupees 
Sources: National Family and Health Survey-2, 1998–99; IIPS, 2002; Census of India, 2001; National Sample Survey
1998–99. 
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By contrast, in Uttar Pradesh caste and
class-based divisions, and the absence of
compelling political alternatives to tran-
scend these divisions, led to poor political
incentives for effective provision of univer-
sal, basic services. Political competition
revolved around access to instruments of
the state to deliver patronage and public
employment to specific clients. Public
expenditures in the early years were accord-
ingly concentrated in state administration
and remained well above expenditures on
health and education. More recently, politi-
cal parties have tended to underplay the
program or policy content of their plat-
forms, and instead have publicized the eth-
nic profile of their candidate lists to
demonstrate commitment to proportional
representation of ethnic groups in the
bureaucratic institutions of the state.159

Breaking out of vicious cycles
Public action can build on history, break
from it, or perpetuate it. Individuals’ abili-
ties to press their demands depend on their
information, perceived rights, and literacy.
Public action—by influencing information
that citizens have, their legal protections,
and their schooling—influences private

food distribution, and social security
differ sharply in scope, access, quality,
and equitable incidence. In Uttar
Pradesh these services appear to have
been widely neglected and there has
been no particular effort to ensure
results, particularly in schools.

• A more literate and better informed
public in Kerala was active in politics
and public affairs in a way that did not
appear to have happened in Uttar
Pradesh.

• Informed citizen action and political
activism in Kerala—building partly on
mass literacy and the emphasis placed
on universal services by early commu-
nist and subsequent coalition govern-
ments—seem to have been crucial in
organizing poor people. In Uttar
Pradesh traditional caste and power
divisions, particularly in rural areas,
have persisted through more than 50
years of electoral politics—and such
divisions have come to form the core
of political discourse and clientelist
politics.

Political incentives matter for service
delivery and actual development out-
comes.158 Delivering broad, universal basic
services has remained a credible political
platform in Kerala in contrast to the clien-
telist, caste, and class-driven politics of Uttar
Pradesh.

In Kerala, early governments with eco-
nomic platforms emphasizing the provi-
sion of universal basic services established
a political agenda that remained important
in the coalition politics that followed.
Political competition conditioned on
promises to deliver better basic services
showed up in early budget allocations (fig-
ure 1): education and health services
accounted for a much higher share of pub-
lic expenditures as compared to what was
spent on state administration.

action, especially by the politically weak.
And private action loops back to influence
public action. One set of reforms can lead
to further institutional evolution. A society
can be caught in a vicious cycle, as in Uttar
Pradesh, or be propelled by a virtuous one,
as in Kerala. As Dreze and Gazdar note: “In
Uttar Pradesh, the social failures of the state
are quite daunting, but the potential
rewards of action are correspondingly high,
and the costs of continued inertia even
higher.”160

As for Kerala, despite the many eco-
nomic problems that linger and the new
ones that have appeared, the remarkable
rescript issued in 1817 by Gowri Parvathi
Bai, the 15-year-old queen of the erstwhile
state of Tranvancore, certainly seems to
have come true in its bold aspirations for
the human development of her subjects.
The rescript read:

“The state should defray the entire cost
of the education of its people in order that
there might be no backwardness in the
spread of enlightenment among them, that
by diffusion of education they might
become better subjects and public servants
and that the reputation of the state might
be enhanced thereby.”161

Figure 1 Kerala spent more on education and health, Uttar Pradesh on state administration
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Note: Public spending on state administration does not include interest payments.
Source: Reserve Bank of India Bulletins, 1955–1998.
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